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This journal is devoted to articles of the following types:

Research-Expository Surveys

These are, by definition, papers that present a clear and insightful exposition of significant

aspects of contemporary mathematical research. Gibbs lectures, Progress in Mathematics lectures,

and retiring presidential addresses will be included in this section.

Research Announcements

The purpose of this department is to publish quickly and disseminate widely significant new

mathematics. A Research Announcement should be designed to communicate its contents to a

broad mathematical audience and should meet high standards for clarity as well as mathematical

content.

Research Reports

These are brief, timely reports on important mathematical developments. They are normally

solicited and often written by a disinterested expert.

Book Reviews

Book Reviews are accepted for publication by invitation only. Unsolicited manuscripts will not

be considered.
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Editorial Information

As of March 31, 1995, the backlog for this journal was approximately 0

issues. This estimate is the result of dividing the number of manuscripts for

this journal in the Providence office that have not yet gone to the printer on the

above date by the average number of articles per issue over the previous twelve

months, reduced by the number of issues published in four months (the time

necessary for editing and composing a typical issue).

A Copyright Transfer Agreement is required before a paper will be pub-
lished in this journal. By submitting a paper to this journal, authors certify

that the manuscript has not been submitted to nor is it under consideration for

publication by another journal, conference proceedings, or similar publication.

Information to Authors and Editors

For Research-Expository Surveys and Research Reports, the first page must

consist of a descriptive title, followed by an abstract that summarizes the article

in language suitable for workers in the general field (algebra, analysis, etc.). The

descriptive title should be short but informative; useless or vague phrases such as
"some remarks about" or 

"concerning" 
should be avoided. The abstract should

be a brief technical description of the new material. Then, for Research Reports

there should be an introductory section addressed to nonexperts describing the

motivation, background, and significance of the results announced. Follow-

ing the statement of results, there should be a sketch of proofs that may be



addressed to experts. For Research-Expository Surveys and Research Reports,

included with the footnotes to the paper, there should be the 1991 Mathematics

Subject Classification representing the primary and secondary subjects of the

article. This may be followed by a list of key words and phrases describing the
subject matter of the article and taken from it. A list of the numbers may be

found in the annual index of Mathematical Reviews, published with the Decem-

ber issue starting in 1990, as well as from the electronic service e-MATH [telnet
e-MATH.ams.org (or telnet 130.44.1.100). Login and password are e-math.] For

journal abbreviations used in bibliographies, see the list of serials in the latest

Mathematical Reviews annual index. Authors are encouraged to supply elec-

tronic addresses when available. These will be printed after the postal address

at the end of each article.

TgX files available upon request. Authors may request a copy of the Tr^X

files of their papers by sending e-mail to f ile-request@math. ams. org or by

contacting the Editorial Department, American Mathematical Society, P.O. Box

6248, Providence, RI 02940-6248. The request should include the title of the

paper, the name(s) of the author(s), the name of the publication in which the

paper has or will appear, and the volume and issue numbers if known. The TgX

file will be sent to the author making the request after the article goes to the

printer. If the requestor can receive Internet e-mail, please include the e-mail

address to which the file should be sent. Otherwise please indicate a diskette
format and postal address to which a disk should be mailed. Note: Because

TeX production at the AMS sometimes requires extra fonts and macros that are
not yet publicly available, T^X files cannot be guaranteed to run through the

author's version of Tj=X without errors. The AMS regrets that it cannot provide
support to eliminate such errors in the author's TgX environment.

Electronically prepared manuscripts. The AMS encourages submission of

electronically prepared manuscripts in AjuS-TcX. or AmS-I^T^X. because prop-
erly prepared electronic manuscripts save the author proofreading time and
move more quickly through the production process. To this end, the Society has

prepared author packages for each AMS publication. Author packages include
instructions for preparing electronic manuscripts, the AMS Author Handbook,

samples, and a style file that generates the particular design specifications of
that publication series for both Am¿>-T&- and AmS-UR^X.

Those authors who make use of these style files from the beginning of the
writing process will further reduce their own efforts. Electronically submitted
manuscripts prepared in plain TgX or MgX are normally not acceptable due
to the high amount of technical time required to insure that the file will run

properly through the AMS in-house production system. Users of plain Tr¿X

should have little difficulty learning ^ví^-TeX, and lAT^X users will find that

4m£-I£IeX is the same as IaTeX with additional commands to simplify the
typesetting of mathematics.

Authors with FTP access may retrieve an author package from the Soci-
ety's Internet node e-MATH.ams.org (130.44.1.100). For those without FTP
access, the author package can be obtained free of charge by sending e-mail
to pubOmath. ams. org (Internet) or from the Publication Division, American
Mathematical Society, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, RI 02940-6248. When re-

questing an author package, please specify AmS-T)cX or _4m<S-I4TeX and the

publication in which your paper will appear.



At the time of submission, authors should indicate if the paper has been

prepared using AmS-TçX or A\4S-UT^X and provide the Editor with a paper
manuscript that matches the electronic manuscript. The final version of the

electronic manuscript should be sent to the Providence office immediately after
the paper has been accepted for publication. The author should also send the fi-

nal version of the paper manuscript to the Editor, who will forward a copy to the

Providence office. Editors will require authors to send their electronically pre-

pared manuscripts to the Providence office in a timely fashion. Electronically

prepared manuscripts can be sent via e-mail to pub-submit@math.ams.org

(Internet) or on diskette to the Editorial Department, American Mathemati-
cal Society, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, RI 02940-6248. When submitting an
electronic manuscript, please be sure to include a message indicating in which

publication the paper has been accepted. No corrections will be accepted elec-

tronically. Authors must mark their changes on their proof copies and return

them to the Providence office. Complete instructions on how to submit files are

included in the author package.

Copies of the paper should be sent directly to the appropriate Editor, and
the author should keep one copy. For Research-Expository Surveys two copies

of the manuscript should be submitted to Professor Nolan R. Wallach, De-

partment of Mathematics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA

92093-0001. For Research Reports, four copies of the manuscript should be
submitted to Professor Haynes R. Miller, Room 2-237, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139-4307. Research Reports can also be
submitted electronically in ^v^<S-TEX or ^^S-MeX to bams@math.mit .edu.

Any inquiries concerning a paper that has been accepted for publication
should be sent directly to the Editorial Department, American Mathematical
Society, P. O. Box 6248, Providence, RI 02940-6248.

Research-Expository Surveys

This section is intended for reasonably broad expository surveys of a cur-
rently active area of mathematical research. To stress this fact, the name of
the section has been changed from "Research-Expository 

Papers" to 
"Research-

Expository Surveys". The level of exposition is expected to be such that a

graduate student—or a research mathematician from a remote area—will be
able to read an article in order to get an overview of a subject. A well-written
article will include motivating problems and examples, some indication of the
historical development of the subject, and of course the results and open prob-
lems that make it an interesting and exciting area of mathematics. In most cases

proofs should be at most briefly sketched, and there should be a good bibliog-
raphy whose main aim should be helping those wishing to pursue the subject
further. Usually Research-Expository Surveys will be at most 40 pages long.

Certain of the Society's Lecture Series, including the Gibb's Lectures, Col-
loquium Lectures, and Progress in Mathematics Lectures, traditionally appear
in the Research-Expository Surveys, and those invited to give these lectures are
informed of this tradition and of the above guidelines. Research-Expository
Surveys are also frequently solicited by the Editorial Board, but unsolicited
manuscripts are also encouraged; in particular, those invited to give invited
hour addresses at meetings of the Society should consider writing up their



lecture in a manner that meets the requirements of the preceding paragraph
and submitting their manuscripts for consideration by the Editorial Board for

the Research-Expository Surveys.

Research Reports

In August 1993, the Council of the AMS voted to replace the Research

Announcements with a new category of articles, to be called Research Reports.

The first Research Reports are expected to be published in the October 1995

issue. The Bulletin stopped accepting submissions of Research Announcements

on January 31, 1994. The Editor for Research Announcements will continue to

serve as Editor for Research Reports.
A Research Report is a timely, short (4-8 pages) report on a recent ac-

complishment in mathematical research. It should be written so as to be un-

derstandable by mathematicians who are not experts in the subject matter of

the Report. The context giving significance to the research being reported on
should be made clear, and the consequences or potential consequences should

be described. Usually only the barest hint of the methods of proof should
be given, although elements of the proof which are novel should be included.

In any case, references should be given so that an interested reader can find

the details. It is expected that Research Reports will frequently be written by

specialists other than the individuals immediately involved in the research. Ap-

proximately twenty-four Reports will be published each year.
Research Reports are normally solicited by the Editor for Research Reports

and the Board of Associate Editors. They cordially invite suggestions for topics

and reporters. Unsolicited manuscripts, submitted to the Editor for Research

Reports, will also be considered.



Electronic Research Announcements of the AMS

The American Mathematical Society's first electronic journal, Electronic Re-

search Announcements of the AMS, which will replace the Research Announce-

ments section of the Bulletin, is now accepting papers. Further details on how

to submit papers to ERA-AMS can be found on the ERA-AMS WWW page at

the URL:

http ://www.ams.org/era/

ERA-AMS will quickly publish high-quality research announcements (up to

about 10 journal pages) of significant advances in all branches of mathematics.

All papers will be reviewed. Authors may submit manuscripts to any Editor.

The entire Editorial Board must approve the acceptance of any paper.

Managing Editor: Svetlana Katok

Editorial Board

Douglas Arnold Robert Lazarsfeld
Hyman Bass Douglas Lind
Eugenio Calabi Gregory Margulis

Alexandre Chorin Hugh Montgomery

Ingrid Daubechies Walter Neumann
James Glimm Richard Schoen
Ronald Graham Masamichi Takesaki

Leonard Gross Michael Taylor
Yitzhak Katznelson Thomas Wolff
David Kazhdan Zhihong (Jeff) Xia
Alexandre Kirillov Don Zagier

Frances Kirwan Efim Zelmanov

Krystyna Kuperberg Robert Zimmer

ERA-AMS will be published on e-MATH and disseminated via the World
Wide Web, FTP, and electronic mail. To submit your paper for consideration
to ERA-AMS via electronic mail, please fill out the template, include all your
files with it, and send it to:

era-submitQmath.ams.org

In order to obtain the template by e-mail, send an e-mail message to:

era-infoQmath.ams.org

with the word "help" 
in the subject line.
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